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The Interdisciplinary Stomatology Service at the Department of Oral Surgery and Dental Imaging, University Center for Dental Medicine and the University Hospital Basel, Switzerland - Results from 2003 - 2013 Abstract. Stomatological problems are common, but rarely diagnosed in private dental practice. Even for oral surgeon's diagnosis and therapy of these disorders could be challenging. Stomatological problems can indicate general health problems. Hence, the oral cavity is also known as the «mirror of systemic diseases». To tackle this problem, an interdisciplinary stomatological service in a specialized dental clinic was established in 1999 at the Center for Dental Medicine, University of Basel, Switzerland. A board of specialists (Dermatologists, Otorhinolaryngologists, Oral- and Maxillofacial surgeons) was summoned monthly to perform interdisciplinary consultations of selected patients with complex oral and medical disorders. The specific knowledge of each specialist helped to ensure a diagnosis, even of rare systemic disorders and symptoms. Networking with a variety of specialists built the foundation for synoptic therapy approaches. Thus, the center was able to provide appropriate care for patients suffering from severe, chronic and complex stomatological findings. The results presented in this article are part of a dissertation based on the analysis of 154 patients who were seen in the interdisciplinary consultations in 2003 - 2013.